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METHOD
Long-Term Repetition Priming Paradigm

• Two blocks of spoken stimuli presented to 
listeners:

Prime Block (filler task) Target Block

• Prior to experiment, all participants read an 
article written in Spanish to activate their 
Spanish language mode (Grosjean, 1998).

• After a brief practice phase, two blocks of 
auditory stimuli were presented to listeners:

Stimuli

• Primes and targets varied in talker identity:
– Half the stimuli in each block were spoken by a male 

and half by a female

• Primes and targets varied in lexical status:
– Half the stimuli in each block were real words in 

Spanish and half were nonwords

Lexical Decision Task
• Participants were instructed to press one button 

to respond “word” and another button to 
respond “nonword” as quickly and accurately 
as possible.

• Reaction times (RTs) to make lexical decisions 
to words in the target block were measured as a 
function of prime type.

– RTs were measured from the onset of the word 
to the onset of the participants’ button 
response.
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ABSTRACT
Previous studies demonstrate that listeners are faster to recognize 
words recently spoken by the same talker relative to a different talker.  
However, such talker effects may be more robust when processing is 
relatively slow.  The purpose of the current study is to examine talker 
effects in bilingual listeners as a function of whether the listeners are 
hearing words in their first (L1) or second (L2) language.  More
specifically, in the present study, conducted in Spanish, we examined 
whether talker changes affected bilinguals differently, depending on 
whether Spanish was their L1 (Spanish-English bilinguals) or their L2 
(English-Spanish bilinguals). Given that bilinguals typically process their 
L2 more slowly than their L1, the results are expected to reveal greater 
talker effects in English-Spanish than Spanish-English bilinguals.  The 
current study should provide a greater understanding of the role that 
talker variability plays in bilingual listeners’ online perception of spoken 
words.
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Magnitude of Talker Specificity
• We directly compared the role that talker-specific 

details played in bilingual listeners’ perception of 
Spanish words by analyzing the difference between 
the match and mismatch conditions as a function of 
whether Spanish was the L1 or L2. 

Conclusions
• Previous studies manipulated speed of processing

– delayed shadowing, hard lexical decision

• In the current study, the talker effects obtained in 
the English-Spanish listeners are presumably due 
to somewhat slower processing in bilinguals’ L2
– consistent with time course predictions

• Other populations in which spoken language is 
typically processed more slowly might also be 
affected more by talker variability
– Older adults
– Hearing impaired listeners
– Listeners with other types of communication 

disorders
– Listening to dysarthric speech (Mattys & Liss, 2008)
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INTRODUCTION
•Despite numerous sources of variability (e.g., talker 
identity, speaking rate), humans recognize spoken 
words both quickly and accurately.

•Talker information does not comprise part of the 
linguistic content of an utterance.

– For example, the word “house” should be 
accessed in our mental lexicon regardless of who 
says the word.

•Nevertheless, talker variability has long-term 
consequences for the representations underlying 
language perception (see e.g., Church & Schacter, 1994; 
Goldinger, 1996).

•Listeners typically process words they heard 
recently more quickly than words they have not 
heard recently (referred to as a priming effect).

•Talker changes can cause spoken word recognition 
to be relatively slow and can reduce the magnitude 
of the priming effect (referred to as a talker effect). 

•Talker effects may emerge relatively late during 
processing (McLennan & Luce, 2005).  

•Bilinguals are expected to process words in their 
second language (L2) more slowly than in their first 
language (L1) (see e.g., Ransdell & Fischler, 1987).

•Since all auditory stimuli were presented in 
Spanish, processing is expected to be relatively 
slow in L2 (English-Spanish bilinguals) listeners 
compared to L1 (Spanish-English bilinguals) 
listeners.

•Therefore, greater talker effects are expected in L2 
listeners.
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